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Abstract7

Feature Selection is a process of selecting a subset of relevant features from a huge dataset8

that satisfy method dependent criteria and thus minimize the cardinality and ensure that the9

accuracy and precision is not affected ,hence approximating the original class distribution of10

data from a given set of selected features. Feature selection and feature extraction are the two11

problems that we face when we want to select the best and important attributes from a given12

dataset Feature selection is a step in data mining that is done prior to other steps and is found13

to be very useful and effective in removing unimportant attributes so that the storage14

efficiency and accuracy of the dataset can be increased. From a huge pool of data available we15

want to extract useful and relevant information. The problem is not the unavailability of data,16

it is the quality of data that we lack in. We have Rough Sets Theory which is very useful in17

extracting relevant attributes and help to increase the importance of the information system18

we have. Rough set theory works on the principle of classifying similar objects into classes with19

respect to some features and those features may collectively and shortly be termed as reducts.20

21

Index terms— data mining, rough set, quickreduct, quick relative reduct, feature selection, feature22
extraction.23

1 Introduction a) Feature Selection and Feature Extraction24

We have organized the remaining paper as follows : section 2 briefs about the data set used for the study. Section25
3 describes the Quickreduct algorithm.26

Author: MCA from Institute of Information Technology and Management, Janakpuri, New Delhi. e-mail:27
ashima_gavar@yahoo.in Section 5 explains the analysis of the comparison made between the Quickreduct and28
the Quick Relative Reduct algorithm. Section 6 suggests some improvement in the QuickReduct algorithm and29
finally Section 7 states the conclusion of the paper.30

2 b) Reducts31

The minimal set of attributes that will identify the other attributes of the dataset thus improving its accuracy32
and efficiency are called reducts.(Jothi and Inbarani , October 2012) Mathematically , a reduct of an algebraic33
structure that is calculated by removing some of the operations and relations of the mathematical structure we34
are using. In a reduct we keep only those attributes that are similar in nature and consequently have the goal35
of set approximation . Usually we can find several such subsets and those which are minimal among those are36
called reducts. Given an information table S, an attribute set R _At is called a reduct, if R satisfies the two37
conditions:1. IND(R) = IND(At); 2. For any a ? R, IND(R -{a}) ? IND(At).38
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11 PROPOSED ALGORITHM

3 c) Rough Sets39

Rough set theory provide a novel methodological approach for approximation of large sets and describing the40
knowledge. In rough set theory firstly we collect a sample object set and store the feature values in information41
tables. Rough sets help us to find reducts without deteriorating the original quality of the dataset.42

Characterization of Rough sets cannot be done in terms of information about the elements of rough sets. With43
every rough set a pair of precise sets, known as the lower and the upper approximations of the rough set. The44
lower approximation contains all the objects which definitely belong to the set and the upper approximation45
contains all objects which may possibly belong to the set. The difference between the upper and the lower46
approximation constitutes the boundary region of the rough set. Approximations are the fundamental concepts47
of rough set theory.48

Rough set theory can be described as a formal methodology that can be employed to reduce the dimensions49
of datasets and is used as an preprocessing step to data mining. The reduced Section 4 describes Quick Relative50
Reduct algorithm.51
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t to the process of finding out and select minimum subsets of attribute from a large set of original attributes54

and finally select the minimal one. The aim behind the process is to reduce dimensions across the datasets,55
remove the attributes which have no significance and identify the most important and useful attributes. (Zhang56
et al., 2003) It will help in improving and increasing accuracy and lessen the time that the algorithm will take for57
its computation. I dimensionality improves the runtime performance of an algorithm. Rough Set theory (Suguna58
and Thanushkodi , 2010) is a mathematical approach that is based on the principle that if the degree of precision59
in a dataset is lowered then we can more easily visualize the data patterns. The main aim is to approximate the60
lower and upper bounds. Rough set based data analysis initially analyses the data table called decision table in61
which the columns are labeled by attributes and rows represent the objects. The entries of the table will contain62
the value of the attributes . Attributes of the decision table are divided into two disjoint groups which are called63
decision and condition attributes respectively. Any rough set is associated with a pair of precise sets which are64
called the lower and upper approximations of the rough set is associated ( Yiyu and Yan 2009).65

5 II.66

6 Data Preparation67

We have manually performed analysis on the test datasets . The first dataset contains information about68
AUTOMOBILE and the second one contains information contains data about COMPUTER.69

7 III.70

Quickreduct Algorithm (QR) In Quickreduct algorithm we remove the attributes so that the set we get after71
reduction provides the same prediction of the decision feature as the original set which is achieved by comparing72
equivalence relations generated by sets of attributes. The attribute selected for the first time is to be included73
in the reduct set in the Quickreduct algorithm (Velayutham and Thangavel, September 2011) is the degree of74
dependency of that attribute which is not equal to zero..The algorithm tries to find out a minimal reduct without75
generating all possible subsets . Initially we take an empty set and add in the empty set R those attributes that76
will result in the greatest increase in dependency value one by one until we get the maximum possible value for77
the dataset.78

8 Quick Relative Reduct Algorithm79

In Quick Relative Reduct (Kalyani and karnan 2011)algorithm we find out the degree of relative dependency after80
removing the attributes from the set. If a attribute is removed and it causes the value of relative dependency81
to be one then that attribute is eliminated otherwise it is put in the core reduct. The process is repeated again82
and again till the value becomes one. The algorithm is explained below : Both Quick Reduct and Quick Relative83
reduct are reduct algorithms but the Quick Relative Reduct is a more efficient algorithm as it calculates reducts84
without expensive. It includes a simple approach using relative dependency.85

9 Select next x86

10 False87

11 Proposed Algorithm88

We propose a new algorithm to overcome the disadvantage of Quick Relative Reduct that in this algorithm89
we calculate relative dependency and the attribute is chosen with highest degree of dependency. When the90
highest relative dependency value is possessed by more than one attribute. For that purpose we can introduce a91
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significance factor associated with every attribute and choose the attribute with greater significance. Significance92
factor (Jothi and Inbarani 2012) is defined as :93

Assume X ? A is an attribute subset, x?A is an attribute, the importance of x for X is denoted by Sig X94

12 Conclusion95

In this we discussed the comparison analysis of the Quickreduct and the Relative QuickReduct algorithm. The96
Relative QuickReduct algorithm finds QuickRelative Reduct QuickReduct reducts based on backward elimination97
of attributes and the QuickReduct algorithm finds reducts based on forward elimination. We also found out that98
Quick Relative Reduct was better than the QuickReduct algorithm. Also the Relative QuickReduct algorithm99
can be modified further to improve the efficiency by introducing the concept of significance factor. Further work100
can be carried out on the defined algorithm to explore its efficiency and accuracy. The analysis was performed101
manually but the research can be carried out further for further suggestions and improvements.102
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Volume XIV Issue IV Version I Step 1: Take the R as the set of all conditional attributes.104
Step 2 : Now select the conditional attribute.105
Step 3 : Calculate the relative dependency of the attribute.106
Step 4 : If relative dependency of the attribute is one then eliminate the attribute , Go to step 2.107
Step 5: If relative dependency is not equal to one then select the highest dependency attribute ,if two attributes108

greater significance. 1
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Figure 1: Algorithm 1 .Figure 1 :
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Figure 2: Figure 2 :
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Figure 3: Table 1 :

2

Date set Attributes Instances Selected Reduct ? Optimal ?
Attributes

Automobile 4 8 3 Yes Yes
Computer 6 20 3 Yes Yes

Figure 4: Table 2 :
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